KALIBOBO SPIRIT
SEPIK EXPEDITION –27th December 2016 – 2nd January 2017
Reflections by Dame Carol Kidu DBE Dr (Hons)
The MIGHTY Sepik
River – that’s how I
described it before
embarking on the
Kalibobo Spirit for a
Sepik Expedition (an
item on my bucket
list) with Melanesian
Tourist
Services
under
the
Haus Post, Blackwater
captainship of Sir
Peter Barter. By half way through the adventure,
it was no longer the mighty Sepik to me but had
become the Mighty, Majestic, Monumental, Mindblowing, Mysterious and Mystic Sepik. But words
cannot describe the experience for a genuine
adventurous traveller - it is something that must
be on every adventurer’s bucket list – young or
old.

everything from the sea as well as the tuna and by
the sight of the mother ship waiting to take the
bulk of the catch back to the Philippines for
processing with only a fraction of the catch being
processed on shore.
We had taken our Kwells and settled down for a
night of travel to reach the mouth of the Sepik. I
was fascinated by what I thought was a baby
change table attached to my cabin wall. When I
mentioned the next day that I was disappointed
that I had no porthole in my cabin, Bruce
enlightened me that what I thought was a baby

th

26 December 2016
Our adventure began with our afternoon arrival in
Madang on Air Niugini – HE Bruce Davis, the
Australian High Commissioner to Papua New
Guinea (soon to become Bikpela Bossman bilong
Australia insait long Papua New Guinea) and his
“tribe” (his words) – Alaister, Georgia and Kate
plus Dr Jo English and myself. At dinner I met our
other travelling companions – Bruno and Gerda
Mueller – all the way from Switzerland but not
new to Papua New Guinea. I asked them why they
keep coming back for new adventures – “Because
we like it” was their simple answer.

Mendam Village, Murik Lakes

th

27 December 2016
5pm departure for the beginning of our shared
adventure to explore just a small part of the river
that supports over 70,000 people. We travelled
between the off-shore islands and the mainland
and reached Alexishaven Mission Station before
dark. Our afternoon tea when we boarded ship
was accompanied by biscuit treats that the
Catholic Sisters had baked for Sir Peter for the
Festive Season. Opposite the Mission station on
the other side of the harbour we slowed to
observe the tuna fishing vessels – I was horrified
by the immensity of the nets which drag

Boisa & Manam Island

change table was a cover for my porthole!!
th

28 December 2016
Soon after dawn we were close to entering the
mouth of the Sepik. Two mother ships were at
anchor waiting for the log barges to arrive from
up-river. Mixed reactions and emotions tempered
the discussions as we pressed on against the
powerful outwash of the river.

Our first stop on the river truck was at Kopar
Village.
As always on the Sepik we were
welcomed with a mixture of shyness and then
smiles and laughter as interaction began and
Councillor Kelly answered questions while I went
off to nurse babies (typical politician) but knowing
that the first nurse of a baby had an expectation
for something in return (a custom common in
many parts of PNG) - a good ice-breaker with the
mothers but can become expensive if there are
too many babies to be nursed!

wearing my favourite bandana on my head. Her
eyes were fixed on the bandana not on me.
“Mama, mi laikim headscarf bilong you!” I knew
that the subtleties of her admiration were much
deeper and it was a very strong hint for me to give
it to her. So that was the end of my favourite
bandana. She sent a young child off to get a string
bag from her house for me but it was time to
board the river truck so the usual reciprocity was a
massive smile and laughter from the new bandana
owner.

Walking through the village, I noticed a new
hausman building under construction so enquired
at the nearby hausman and found that there are
four hausman buildings in Kopar – one for each
clan. Our men climbed the ladder steps to sit with
the elders for photo opportunities but as the
hausman was not one constructed with tourists in
mind the rest of us stayed on the ground to be the
photographers with the women.

From Kopar the river truck headed up river passing
seemingly endless stands of wild sago. Although
wild they are of course all owned by clans and to
take anything would be stealing (as a village boy
informed me). We passed a “SAK SAK” camp that
houses a temporary community who migrated
from their homes in Murik Lakes for fishing and
shell fish collection along the main river for family
food and selling.
The river truck suddenly headed off the main river
along one of the many barats and headed to
Mendam village on the banks of Murik Lake.
Enroute we met a solitary young man who had
been to his family’s section of the sago swamp to
chop down a massive mature sago palm and was

Canoe, Chambri Barat

Kopar village was not expecting our arrival but
Councillor Kelly informed the villagers to quickly
set up their markets and so began the marketmania element of our expedition. Choice dilemma
and compassion for the craftsmen and women
meant that some of us were perhaps not the best
of shoppers but we aimed to spread our shopping
to benefit as many as the sellers as possible. As
we moved upstream the same issue of the impact
of the depressed tourist industry on the artefact
business was told with concern in every village.
The concern actually goes much deeper than the
loss of cash income alone.
A vibrant tourist
industry is a basic catalyst to maintain cultural
skills and knowledge. With no tourists there is no
reason to maintain these skills.
As we were departing Kopar I was approached by a
friendly young woman and immediately regretted

Kopar Village Mai Mask

floating it back to the village for processing into
sago flour – the staple food of the Sepik River
people.
The Councillor was out but others welcomed us
and answered our many questions as an instant
market of carvings appeared. Mendam has a
population of 365 but no functioning clinic or
school. The Marasin Meri (medicine lady) was
called and was clearly respected as a Bossmeri in
the village.
She travels up-river regularly to
Marienberg Mission Station to get basic essential
medications for the Aid Post which is unstaffed.
For education we were informed that the villagers
had built a classroom and had been to the
education authorities to request a teacher to teach

Infant, Kambaramba Village

Prep., One and Two in 2017. Sadly at this stage
there was nowhere for the children to progress to
for Grade 3 because the Primary school at Karau
had closed down because the teacher had left.

Boisa Island Kids

through the strainer down a shoot into the
collection dugout hollow tree trunk ready to be
collected and dried for storage. If well stored,
sago flour can last for months and is prepared into
a wide variety of dishes – fried into pancakes,
boiled into a porridge, made into dumplings,
wrapped in leaves and steamed – either alone
(which is filling but very bland) or mixed with a
variety of different foods to add flavour and
nutrition. Sago itself is certainly not my favourite
food but when it is mixed with ripe bananas and
coconut cream, wrapped and steamed then
covered with lashings of boiled thickened cream of
coconut or coconut oil, it becomes my favourite
traditional food!!
Carving shopping lead to another inspiring
discovery. I noticed that one display was manned
by just young men and it was explained that they
were the trainee carvers who had decided that
lack of Western education would not define their
future and were students in traditional crafts. The

A young pre-teenage boy was pounding the flesh
of a cut out sago palm which was then squeezed
and strained by an older woman to extract the
flour starch from the sago pulp and wash it

Bossman Buying Carving, Mendam Village

quality of their workmanship was certainly way
above what I would expect of a trainee.
Logging, Kunduanaman

As we left Mendam and travelled back through the
barat against the current of the inflow into the

Murik Lakes, I reflected on the resilience and
determination of people in remote villages in PNG
– something that we would see everywhere we
went on the Sepik – both in villages and at the
mission stations.
Murik Lakes is where Sir Michael and Lady
Veronica Somare’s ancestry is traced to – perhaps
that has impacted the stoic determination
required to lead a young nation through
Independence and beyond. I am privileged to
have visited Murik Lakes when an era in
Commonwealth Parliamentary history is coming to
its end with Sir Michael’s retirement in June as the
Commonwealth’s longest serving Parliamentarian
and as a Founding Father of the nation of Papua
New Guinea.

Mission School primary school. Our younger and
older but fit travellers kept up with the village
pace and by the time I puffed and panted behind
them and arrived they were well into discussions
and discoveries inside a school classroom – lessons
that I cannot record but are in the memories of
our team of adventurers.
After Taway village we headed back to the
Kalibobo Spirit which had pushed on upstream to
the night anchorage and another delicious three
course dinner.
Our chef from the Trobriand
Islands with 30 years’ experience with Melanesian

After lunch on the Kalibobo Spirit we headed back
on to the river truck for more village explorations.
Bien Village spreads along the bank of the Lower
Sepik and we went ashore near the school ground.
The school children and teachers welcome visitors
during the school year with drama performances
and inspections of classrooms. This was quickly
replaced with an impromptu soccer match as
friendly school children arrived from the village. A
market (mainly of string bags or bilums of all
shapes and designs was quickly laid out on the side
of the school sports field.
Australian High
Commission Bossman and I seemed to enter an
unspoken bilum buying competition trying to
ensure that every artisan made at least one sale. I
think Bossman won that competition!!
Village leaders took some convincing to allow
people to walk to the village because of concern
for our safety crossing the log bridges which were
already flooding as was also happening under
some houses.
It was interesting to note the
change in house styles and architecture from
village to village as we travelled up the Sepik – a
study in itself with the common feature of stilts (or
sometimes huge trunks of the garamut tree) as
posts.
For the next four months, village life
would adapt to water lapping around house posts
as the Sepik floods its banks and village life adjusts
to the rhythm of the river.
Back on to the river truck and we headed further
upstream to visit Tawai Village. Tawai is a large
village with neatly manicured lawn pathways – one
of which we followed uphill to the St Brian Catholic

Kindams, Kambaramba Village

Tourist Services worked tirelessly and always
happily to ensure that we left the Kalibobo Spirit
heavier than when we entered – I soon discarded
my resolution to lose weight on the
expedition.
th

29 December 2016
th

Early morning on the 29 we raised anchor and
passed Angoram District Headquarters.
I had
often heard of the mighty Sepik River but I already
knew that it was an inadequate description and
was adding adjectives to better reflect the reality
of the Sepik at the beginning of the flood season –
mighty, massive, monumental, majestic – you have
to see it to even attempt to understand it and it is
not peak flood time yet when the banks of the
river will disappear and treetops will be used to
define the main river and water will reach the top
of the posts of the houses. I try to imagine how
families prepare for this season – dry firewood,
stored sago – everyone would have to work hard,
very hard to be prepared for flood time.

The river truck is ready and we head off to visit
Kambaramba Village No 1. Two wider barats
were blocked with debris so Councillor Nelson
whose house is on the main river joined us to
guide us to the village. I add mind-blowing to my
list of “M” words when we reach the entrance to
take us to the village. It was blocked with logs and
salvinia molesta weed but we were lucky that
some village youth were in the area in their
slender dugout canoes. Combining with our crew,
they use strength and skill to move logs and weed
to provide a passage wide enough for our
outboard motor as we inched our way to the lake
beyond. For the first time in our expedition we
also experienced swarms of mosquitoes to add to
the drama. When we broke through to blocked
barat the scene that unfolded was mind-blowing
for me. In front of us was Kambaramba Village No
1. – a village in a lake with just occasional small

Protein is certainly not an issue for the Sepik
people – fish, prawns and shell fish are plentiful in
the river, plus chickens and pigs on land. But we
did not see any elusive crocodiles in our journey the river is too high Sir Peter explained so the
crocodiles are underwater or have moved inland
to find some exposed banks to sun on.
The
people and animals live in harmony as they adapt
to the rhythm of the river. It means that I must
return again to see the Sepik in the dry season.
Once back to the main river we head upstream
again to visit Moim Village on the river bank
(nicknamed Mosquitoville by some). Moim has a
primary school but no clinic or Aid Post so for
medical issues they rely on Angoram District
station.
A group of us learnt about the raw materials for
making string bags and the natural dyes – brown is
from the root of the noni tree was the limited
knowledge I gained. We were also shown trees
used for medicinal purposes – the young shoots of
one are boiled and drunk for treating diarrhoea;

Sago (sak sak) Making, Murik Lakes

islands of land.
Quickly, seemingly from nowhere, dugouts
appeared from all directions – women with babies,
men, youth and small children – all ages - skilfully
negotiating the water traffic as a floating market
grew around us. Artefacts were handed from
canoe to canoe in a co-operative effort to make
sales on this rare occasion of visiting tourists enthusiastic sellers but not aggressive as is
experienced in some parts of the world. Their
excitement and pleasure to have visitors for just a
short time made the battle through the blocked
barats all worthwhile.
Too soon we had to head back to the barat out of
the lake just stopping to buy some gigantic
freshwater prawns (Kindams) from an elderly lady.

Wombun Haus Tambaran, Chambri Lakes

others for treating fungus and so on. Some studies
have been done of traditional medicines in PNG
but much still remains unrecorded.
Some of us also spent some time watching a group
of women weaving sago thatch panels for roofing
for a new building and photographed an old
woman demonstrating how the bridal headdress is
worn. She said that traditionally the bridal
headdress was made by all women but now the
young girls no longer know how to weave the
intricate headdress of natural twine interwoven
with shells so the custom is dying out.
Village women pointed out a platform with newly
woven decorations and explained that it was

preparations for a peace ceremony to be held on
the weekend to reconcile with another village
after the killing of a young man. I did not enquire
if the culprit had been arrested for the murder and
in a some ways it had little relevance compared
with the importance of the peace ceremony to
bring back normalcy to the two villages involved.
On the trip upstream to catch up with the Kalibobo
Spirit we passed the base logging camp and with
sadness saw the enormity of the logging industry
in just one part of PNG.
After lunch we were off on the river truck again,
this time with Sir Peter to do some artefact
shopping. Tambanum Village stretches along the
bank of the river and is famous for its carvings –
particularly intricately painted face masks.
Tambanum village is the largest village on the
Middle Sepik with a population of about 3000. An
instant pathway appeared lined on each side by
carvings and masks of all descriptions. Choice
dilemma faced all of us except Sir Peter who
simply bought in bulk to resell at the Madang
Resort to raise funds for the Melanesian
Foundation which returns to the people in many
ways – school desks, clinic equipment, medical
supplies, school supplies and so on.
Some of us volunteered to have our own faces
painted in a style of one of the masks which we
then purchased. I lay on the bench in the Haus
Tambaran (Spirit House) which allowed for female
tourists to enter and looked at the roof while an
elderly artist transformed my face. I pondered on
the mysteries of the Sepik. Generations of elders
had transferred their traditional knowledge to the
young men under this same ancient roof – a roof
blackened by years of smoke and laced with spider
webs. The Sepik is a river full of mysteries for the
outsider to ponder on.

patients were there because all others had been
discharged for the Festive Season. One was a
teenager who had been “bitten” by a buffalo when
hunting for food. The wound which indicated
being gorged rather than bitten was badly infected
and his thigh was double the size of the other leg.
The Muellers and I watched as Dr Jo examined his
condition with some concern. She suggested
lancing but the boy’s mother looked very
concerned. I realised later that his timid mother
possible interpreted my talk about ‘cutting’ the
wound (my pidgin version of ‘lance’) as amputating
his leg – if so no wonder she looked concerned!!
We left wishing him a speedy recovery as we
headed off to visit the church and priests.
The
story of the ‘buffalo boy’ continues later in our
journey.
There are presently two priests at Timbunki
Catholic Mission – one from Poland and one from
Indonesia and both had served in the Highlands
region of PNG before being posted to Timbunki
Mission. They proudly showed us around their
church which combined traditional and western

Bossman & Tumbwan at Kanganaman Village

architecture and artwork. Before leaving we were
contacted by Sir Peter to invite them to dinner on

The river truck left Tambanum loaded with
artefacts but also with sadness that the decline in
the tourist industry had impacted the economy of
the village so much. It was a matter of concern
voiced by so many craftspeople along the avenue
of superb artefacts.
And the day was still not over for some of us
because Dr Jo was interested to visit the Timbunki
Mission Health Centre. We found the Sister in
Charge, Anna Kupbamain, sweeping the lawn that
was already immaculate and she pointed out the
various buildings and their purposes. Only two in-

the Kalibobo Spirit with the Catholic Sisters from
th
the Mission as well. Alaister confirmed that 29

December is the Polish Christmas – what a
coincidence to be on the Sepik River having dinner
with a Polish priest on the date of the Polish
Christmas. A really good night was had by all and
in typical Sir Peter style the Sisters returned to the
Mission with a box of chocolates.
What a day it had been! We all crashed to bed
without realising that the next day would be even
bigger!!
th

30 December 2016
th

Early on the morning of 30 December, the
Kalibobo Spirit headed further upstream into the
Middle Sepik. Sir Peter joined us for this very
special day that took us way beyond our
expectations and in many ways beyond our
understanding. By lunch we had reached our
destination and headed off in the river truck soon
after lunch.
The journey to Kangaraman village sped us
through sago swamps and rainforest temporarily
disturbing a variety of birdlife that added to the
experience. As usual Sir Peter was greeted with
great affection and respect. He had been the
driving force to have their Haus Tambaran
declared as National Cultural Property by the
National Cultural Commission of Papua New
Guinea.
We first entered the mother Haus
Tambaran and later proceeded to visit the son
Haus Tambaran,
welcomed by two masked
dancers who danced backwards to the beat of the
garamut beckoning us forward.
Much was explained to us but I feel inadequate to
transcribe in words the awesome splendour of
both Haus Tambarans. How such structures could
be erected without modern machinery defies my
imagination. We learnt a little about skin cutting
initiation from a cutter as we
admired his artistry on the
back, shoulders and chest of
one of his young initiates
who wore his scarification
with
great
pride
–
permanently marking his
transition to adulthood.
I was fascinated by the
relationship of the Orator’s
Aibom Pottery
Stool in the Haus Tambaran
to the Speaker’s Chair in our adopted
Parliamentary form of government and felt very

privileged to view hidden trophies of inter village
warfare from the past kept hidden on the upper
platform of the Haus Tambaran . As women from
outside we were allowed to enter sacred places
that the village women would never aspire to
enter but I cannot pretend to understand the
mystic atmosphere of these sacred places. No-one
can be a one day expert about generations of
wisdom, custom and tradition.
To visit the Haus Tambarans of Kanganaman
village with Melanesian Tourist Services should be
on every serious tourist’s bucket list.
From Kanganaman village we headed off again
towards the Chambri Lakes. First stop was at
Aibom Village to check for their famous pottery. It
was with sadness that we found that there was
very little pottery. There is no point in making
Dame Carol Face Painting, Tambanam Village

traditional clay pots if nobody comes to the village
to buy them. Bruce bought the only ornate pot
available and I settled for some less ornate but
useful pots for cooking while Sir Peter bought the
only large (very large) pot available. We all
encouraged the women to maintain the skill but
would we maintain the skill in such circumstances?
After viewing an enclosure of young crocodiles in
captivity, we headed off again to the Chambri
Lakes – a massive inland sea dotted with islands.
Cool breezes blowing from the lake made it very
pleasant to walk around the village and admire the
very ornate Chambri Lakes Haus Tambaran which
doubles as an artefact shop. I noticed that quite a
few houses had solar panels which I was told come
from the Indonesian border and are sold in

New Year Eve Dinner aboard Kalibobo Spirit

Wewak. I knew that I had already bought more
than my weight allowance on Air Niugini but could

not resist the traditional wooden pillow/head rest
and small garamut drums.
Time was catching up with us as we dropped off
our local guide and sped back to the main river
(only getting a little “lost” on the lake once but
then back on track).
Soon after 5pm as pre-arranged for a sing-sing
group, we arrived at Kamindimbit village on the
bank of the main Sepik river. The sing-sing and
more market mania filled our brief visit before
returning to the Kalibobo Spirit to prepare to head
further back downstream.
st

31 December 2016
New Year’s Eve was partially a rest day in the
morning and Sir Peter allowed for Dr Jo to return
to the Timbunki Health Clinic to check on progress
of the buffalo victim. We found him in a similar
condition but even more distressed with pain and
unable to sleep at night. His mother was eager to
allow Jo to cut the wound by this stage and Sister
Anna and Dr Jo quickly went into action. The
patient was transferred to the minor surgery room
and both sister and doctor quickly gloved up. I
was so impressed by the immaculate way that
Sister Anna maintains the clinic and how she was
able to provide Jo with almost all she wanted to
perform the minor but painful surgery to cut an
outlet point and release the pressure of the
abscess then flush out the wound with saline

our next destination downriver and left on the
river truck to follow the Keram River tributary of
the Sepik for a one hour full speed trip to Simundo
Village. It was a glorious journey (with a local
guide to help on the river) passing family hamlets
nestled between their vegetable gardens, lush
forests and endless pitpit grass. There was birdlife
galore in both directions and of course we slowed
to a stop for the river traffic to avoid swamping the
long dugout canoes loaded with people and
produce.
When we arrived at
the
village
renowned for story
boards,
superb
story
boards
emerged from all
directions
plus
string-bags made
by the ladies. Time
was
limited
because of the long
journey back but
bulk buying for the Haus Tambaran, Tambanam
Foundation
soon
had the river truck loaded and money in the craftspeople’s hands before our departure for the long
return journey to the Kalibobo Spirit. It was a New
Year that the people of Simbundo village will
remember.
The Kalibobo Spirit continued downstream to
anchor off-shore from Bien village for New Year’s
Eve and a special dinner of succulent turkey and
roast vegetables followed by Christmas pudding
with brandy custard. But the truth is that every
dinner was a special three course meal and lunch
was two course plus hot breakfasts and fruit
galore. No chance of losing the weight that I

Farewell Bien Village

solution. We left knowing that Jo had probably
saved the buffalo boy’s life and just hope that the
antibiotics would finish the task. He was a very
brave young teenager and deserves to live a full
life. Thanks Sir Peter for making it possible to add
to the very many medical rescues that you have
done during your lifetime relationship with the
Sepik.By 4pm on New Year’s Eve we had reached

Kaminimbit Village, Kalibobo Spirit in Background

wanted to lose. I had neglected to inform in
advance that Dr Jo is a vegetarian but the chef
extraordinaire, Tau, quickly catered to that. And
Captain Peter could not resist getting into the
kitchen to bake fresh cakes for us.
New Year’s Eve dinner was accompanied by French
champagne and party poppers exploded by the
Captain and spraying us all – guests and crew with tinsel and glitter everywhere. Most of us
retired after yet another exhausting day and reemerged close to midnight to give a treat to Bien
with foghorn blasts and flares. To our surprise
Bien returned our treat with their treat of real
fireworks exploding up and down the shore –
undoubtedly purchased from someone with access
to the Indonesian border. It was a good night but I
think most of us forgot about any New Year
resolutions!!
st

1 January 2017
The morning was spent travelling to the mouth of
the river where we noticed that one of the logging
mother ships had departed with its cargo of logs,
most likely unrecorded.
We headed on through the ocean swell to arrive at
Boisa Island and village in the early afternoon.
The island of volcanic rocky outcrops and an ocean
swell created a more difficult landing from the
river truck than the banks of the Sepik but there
were many helping hands for those who might fall
like me. The villagers were so pleased to have
visitors that they did continuing welcoming
activities starting with traditional dancing before
the introductory speeches started by a community
leader and finished by Bruce who said he was
there as a tourist but addressed the attentive
crowd with the eloquence that marked him as the
Bossman bilong Australia insait long Papua New
Guinea.
There were many activities to observe – cooking to
prepare for a village feast for the chief that
afternoon; then further along bananas being
cooked in the fire ashes where a one year feast for
a young boy who had died the year before was
being held; Bruce contributed K100 to mark our
respect for the occasion and on our return past the
area later a bunch of bananas was given from
under the sitting platform to a young girl to carry
to the river truck to reciprocate; Jo was asked to
visit a sick lady who could not walk; then we joined
the group who had proceeded to the SDA choir

welcome song; then there was more traditional
dancing and Georgia and I got into the swing of the
dance which instigated much hilarious laughter
from the crowds; not to be out-beaten, a Catholic
youth came with his guitar to sing a song about
Carol Kidu and of course at the end whispered to
me and told anyone willing to listen that the
Catholic church need more guitars and a
keyboard!!. With all the activities along the way
we never made it to the school which would have
been an up-hill climb.
Throughout the total walk people were presenting
mangoes and other fruit to our team with a special
focus on Alistair and Georgia.
Laughter,
friendliness and generosity followed us all the way
back on to the river truck because time was
moving and we still had one more village visit to
do after a quick swim by the young ones in our
team
Too soon the Kalibobo Spirit headed off again
towards Manam Island – an active volcano in the
Pacific Ring of Fire that surrounds the Pacific
Ocean. Two distinct smoke spirals were rising
from the crater of the volcano but no fireworks
erupted during our short stay. However meeting
the people of Manam certainly made up for that.
Manam volcano erupted in 2004 and the
population was evacuated to Care Centres on the
mainland. It was a relocation fraught with
problems and some chose to return to the island
after the volcano settled down and have been
rebuilding their hamlets (although the children still
go to school in the Care Centres during the school
year). The walk through the hamlets was peaceful
and beautiful and I loved the feel and sound of the
volcanic ash crunching under our shoes. The
volcanic ash and larva result in bountiful supplies
of fruits and when Sir Peter said he wanted
bananas and fruit to buy for the ship and the
resort, bunches of bananas, mangoes and
pineapples appeared in dishes on ladies’ heads
from all directions – far more than needed but Sir
Peter kept buying rather than sending people
away disappointed.
And then he offered the ride in the river truck –
how many can fit in the river truck??? Children and
adults raced from all directions for the ride – full to
overflowing to the enjoyment of all. All to soon
our adventure was over and the Kalibobo Spirit set
a course to take us back to the Madang Resort.

nd

2 January 2017
Alistair and I were on deck early to be greeted by a
most brilliant sunrise that seemed to go on forever
and on the opposite side of the ship were two
rainbows running parallel and disappearing into
the sky. What a glorious ending to the best cruise
that I have ever been on. Thank you to Captain Sir
Peter Barter and his wonderful attentive crew for
making it possible.
Thank you to my fellow
adventurers – it was a great pleasure travelling

with all of you. And thank you of course to our
friends – Kali who terrified village kids wherever he
went but would not hurt a fly and Jojo the
cockatoo who joined us for K50 and loved sleeping
in Dr Jo’s shower recess.
My bucket list now has on it to return to the
mighty, massive, monumental, mind-blowing,
mysterious and mystical Sepik River during the dry
season so I can see the rhythm of the river in a
different
cycle.

Basic Information about the Kalibobo Spirit

The Kalibobo Spirit is a 20m luxury motor yacht owned by MTS and
operated largely as a pribate charter vessel in PNG waters. It operates
several scheduled cruises along the Sepik River and outer islands
including the Trobriand, D’Entrecastreaux groups in Milne Bay.
Accommodation is limited to 12-16 passengers in double, twin and single
cabins all with private bathroom, TV, telephones. There is a separate
lounge, dining room, upper covered deck and flybridge. The vessel has a
helipad, hydraulic aft ramp, three tenders including a fast river truck that
can carry 20 passengers at 30kts to remote areas and waterways.
The vessel is under full PNG Survey and equipped with radars, GPS, Depth Sounders, Sonar all of which has a
back up. It is crewed by up to 9 PNG qualified crew members and the Company has more than 40 years
experience in operating expedition ships in PNG and Solomon Islands.
The vessel is based in Madang at the Madang Resort which has direct air connections 3 times a day by Air
Niugini and PNG Air to Port Moresby and beyond.
More Information: www.mtspng.com Email info@mtspng.com T: +675 424 1300 F: +675 422 3541.

